
    
 

“We have a Socialized Democracy”, 

at least that’s what the Progressive Liberal Left is saying. 

About 5 years ago when taking real estate classes to get my realtor's license back, I realized 

that those lending practices were creating a bubble. Specifically, I was learning about Ninja 

Loans. I felt that the spiraling inflationary style of real estate price increases were about to 

come to an end. It was a perfect time for us to sell our property and move South and we did. 

Well, I say that Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae backing of those loans helped orchestrate this 

real estate bubble (i.e., it was planned and anticipated by the insiders in power). This went on 

for years and years. It is disingenuous for our President to put the blame on the 

administrations in power the past decade which he just said on TV today. It is like he is in 

campaign mode all the time and basically throwing stuff out to see if it sticks. 

It can be said that it was, and is called, social engineering. It is not a far stretch to say that 

anyone in those economic think tanks would come to the end conclusion that a bubble would 

be created, and hence an anticipated collapse. What we have observed is a HUGE collapse in 

our real estate market. This Government is pointing the finger at Wall Street and financial 

institutions. It is my firm belief that Government orchestrated this with premeditation. 

This intentional, premeditated manipulation leads to the radical theory of the Cloward and 

Piven Strategy (See: http://www.infowars.com/obama-the-cloward-piven-strategy-and-the-

new-world-order/ ). The Democratic Party ran on a campaign of “Hope and Change”. I'd say 

we all were played like a fiddle and lulled into believing by the smooth strokes on our heart 

strings and the constant drum beats and mantras of a great orator. We all were duped and 

deceived. We are about to lose our Republic and there will be no way to get it back. I say we 

need real God-fearing, Constitutional backing Conservative thinking people to get voted into 

our government in 2010 and 2012. 

Those huge political Congressional bills with thousands of pages, where “you have to pass it 

before we know what is in it”, will be so woven into the very fabric of our society, that it may 

be impossible to change back. Our Republic will be gone forever if we don't stop this 

madness. 

And if we don't stop it: Our businesses will be taken over by the Government, our healthcare 

will be controlled by the Government, our energy will be totally controlled by the 

Government, our freedom of speech will be controlled by the Government, the Internet, talk 

radio and news media will be controlled by the Government, our DNA will be in data banks 

for future control and the list goes on and on.  

We have freedom folks but we are losing it right before our eyes. Wake up and think about 

what you are about to lose. Do you really want this?  

Why do you think they have not been trying to control our borders? Can it be to orchestrate 

another bubble that will lead to amnesty, eventually leading us to complete control of our 

citizens by including illegal aliens votes for this socialized Democracy? 

Just think about how many jobs Obama's policies have taken from us by killing industries 

with the oil drilling moratorium. A governmental, 45-page report just came out saying that the 
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Government buying of our auto companies has created an unnecessary loss of over 10,000 

jobs by the unnecessary closing of dealerships and other bad business decisions. Union jobs 

are all safe, but aren't Unions the root of the auto industry and the state public pension 

problems? The Government had no business getting involved. So why did they do it? See: 

http://www.michellemalkin.com/2010/07/21/dealergate-social-justice-the-obama-job-killing-

machine/  

Our country will become mediocre at best and our God-based authority, which influences our 

moral fabric, is at stake. Yes, all thoughts of God are systematically being taken out of our 

Government and public life. God/religion is being put into the closet, except for the Islamic 

faith, which is getting a pass for some reason. 

I can only wonder how our monetary system will fair. There is talk about the possibility of 

total collapse and a reboot into some type of exchange yet to be unveiled. It will be worldly in 

nature and a one world order is in the horizon. We are in the end times my friends. I can see 

20 to 50 more years but with what I am seeing with North Korea and Iran, it may be a lot 

sooner. But only God knows when the real end will come. 

Eve Stodan, author  
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